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Abstract

Recent insights to the potential of fractional skin treatments have established standard laser procedures to treat aged, sun-damaged skin and scars. On top of this, the concept has been extended to fibrosing conditions, to remove foreign bodies and to treat inflammatory skin diseases. The biggest potential, however, is foreseen with the option of a contact-free temporary opening of the epidermal barrier (TOR, German: gate) to promote new and intensified treatment regimen. To date these concepts are predominantly experimental, although first clinical studies already show a better response rate if actinic keratoses are treated by fractional laser-intensified photodynamic therapy (PDT) in comparison to the conventional PDT. Possible risks may arise due to the fact that fractional laser home devices are at hand. Used in conjunction with topicals of all origins, toxic and allergic reactions may occur. Principles of current fractional laser interventions are presented as facts while visions are given as future indications.
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Basic Concepts and Mechanisms

In the past it has been shown that wounding in particular results in a typical sequence of processes, mainly triggered by the activation of heat shock proteins (HSPs) within the remaining keratinocytes, culminating in an active expulsion of pigmented irreparable tissue parts (microscopic epidermal necrotic debris [MEND]) 3 days later.2

Despite a wide use of fractional lasers to treat several skin conditions associated with aging and trauma, the door has just been opened in terms of using this extremely high capacity of self-renewal in the context of treating skin cancers, fibrosing skin diseases, inflammatory and granulomatous skin conditions, as well as infectious diseases. This review aims at summarizing the current status of fractional lasers in daily clinical routine as well as the underlying technology, and it provides an outlook for ways in which the as yet unused potential can be transferred to clinics.
used for this procedure were designed to remove the epidermal and parts of the dermal compartment and to apply heat. Although this procedure is still regarded as the gold standard in aesthetic medicine, its inborn adverse effects prevented it from widespread use. A breakthrough has been marked by the development of fractional lasers that work either in a nonablative or an ablative manner.

Ensuring a treatment coverage of less than 50% of the skin surface, the skin uniformly heals by a unique spatiotemporal sequence. First within the remaining untreated epidermal compartment, HSPs are upregulated. The active expulsion mechanism called MEND is triggered. In parallel, cellular inflammation is triggered. The presence of B-, T-, and CD68+ cells is energy dependent and precedes the reformation of collagen and hyaluronic acid (HA) production. Later, it has been discovered that the concept of fractionated heating can also be achieved by application of radiofrequencies or microplasma.

Treating the skin in fractions has been made possible by both nonablative (NAFXL) and ablative (AFXL) fractional laser systems. To address the ablative effect in AFXL specifically, their MTZs are also called microscopic ablation zones (MAZ). Wavelengths of the mid-infrared spectrum (1,300–1,550 nm) are appropriate for NAFXL, whereas wavelengths of the far-infrared spectrum such as Er:YAG (2,940 nm), Er:YSGG (2,970 nm), and CO2 laser (10,600 nm) are in use for AFXL. Recently, the Thulium laser (1,920 nm) has been added to the NAFXL portfolio.

Despite the main type of tissue interaction determining wavelength, the coverage—that is, the percentage of treated skin—is the most important parameter to be chosen by the operator. The coverage itself is mainly determined by the spot size of the system which is mostly invariable and the density as expressed by MTZs or MAZ per square centimeter. The energy applied per MTZs or MAZ defines the depth of penetration and the coagulation zone as well as the corresponding heat delivery in relation to the pulse configuration. The overall shoot profile is further modulated by the type of scanner used, endogenous skin conditions (e.g., hydration), and other treatment modalities such as use of topical anesthetics and on-time cooling.

Although NAFXL and AFXL systems use the same principle as a fractionated treatment, it is crucial to know that in case of ablation the epidermal barrier is disrupted up to 50% while AFXL systems are in use. However, this is not the case if MTZs are applied. Furthermore, even within the subgroup of ablative fractional lasers, the different wavelengths as well as many other laser parameters do influence the clinical endpoint of treatment. Therefore, it is crucial to have the appropriate training with a given machine to treat specific indications.

**Post-Fractional Wound Healing**

In response to a fractional laser treatment, focal overheating of epidermal as well as dermal structures results. Untreated epidermal skin parts respond with an upregulation of HSP (e.g., HSP70, HSP47). Coagulation of the dermal compartment relates to the microscopically visible counterparts, the MTZs. In the case of AFXL, ablation zones are present. The diameters of ablation result from the spot sizes and the energy applied. The holes within the skin are surrounded by a coagulation zone in a three-dimensional manner. Their thickness mainly depends on wavelength, energy, and pulse configuration. However, the total thermal damage to the tissue is in nonlinear correlation to the energy applied.

While an immediate response to the thermal stress and onto the dermal fibers is difficult to visualize, a strong upregulation of early-phase stress proteins over time within the untreated epidermal compartment is the first stereotypic step of post-fractional wound healing. An intact portion of approximately 50% of those cells ensures a scarless healing at the surface. During the following 24 to 48 hours, epidermal repair takes place. In other words, the time window of the fractionated opened epidermal barrier (TOR) is as long as 12 to 24 hours. This has many implications, from post-laser treatment care to the possibility of a facilitated delivery of substances, radiation, light, and any other material imaginable to the dermal compartment.

Along with the ongoing epidermal repair process, an inflammatory response becomes visible. Mixed cellular infiltrate is still visible histologically after 28 or more days if high energies are applied. Over time, collagen fibers, elastic fibers, and ground substance are replaced by newly synthesized molecules.

As a very unique and specific sign of post-fractional wound healing, the presence of so-called MEND becomes visible at the skin surface approximately 72 hours posttreatment. The MEND process reflects the removal of debris, melanin, elastin, and remnants of the coagulated dermal compartment and inflammatory cells. The process is considered to be an active expulsion process. Presumably, the quantity of MEND will be in relation to the extent of coagulated tissue remaining within the skin. However, in the case of very high densities and energies applied, the capacity of MEND may be too little and granuloma formation might occur.

**Evidence-Based Fractional Laser Treatments**

To date, fractional lasers are approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for a variety of indications such as rhytids, fine lines, skin texture, dyspigmentation, and vascular dyschromias. This has led to wide clinical use and is reflected by almost 1,000 publications. The study types among them range from randomized controlled studies to case reports and expert opinions. Having this body of evidence, reliable recommendations can be made based on the published evidence. The classes of evidence used have been derived from the distribution type of publications. Recommendations have been made to treat aged and sun-damaged skin, wrinkles, scars, dyspigmentation, vascular conditions, and actinic keratosis.

Recently, fractional laser devices that can be used at home have been launched. Using low densities and fluences applied repetitively yield results while ensuring safety.
Wrinkles and Ultraviolet-Damaged Skin

The NAFXL procedures are well indicated to treat less severe wrinkled and ultraviolet (UV)-damaged skin. Deeper and dynamic wrinkles do need a more aggressive treatment using the AFXL technology. Ablative fractional CO$_2$ lasers as well as Er:YAG lasers seem to achieve comparable results. However, in the end, the CO$_2$ systems are regarded as much more efficient.$^6$

Scars

Scars have been the main focus of interest when it comes to fractional lasers. Both the NAFX and the AFXL systems have been shown to be highly effective on all skin types. In more than two-thirds of patients, an improvement has been seen. Although old scar tissue does respond, it came to our attention that treatment should be started as early as possible. With increasing treatment intensity, results seem to be
better; however, the risk of side effects escalates too. Less prominent scars do respond well to NAFXL, while thick scars and keloids have been reported to respond better to frequent CO₂ laser treatments. However, recent improvements in NAFXL systems that allow a deeper penetration might help favor the nonablative regimen in future. Interestingly, an ongoing inflammation has been reported not to influence the procedure negatively.⁶

**Table 1** Potential fields of ablative fractional laser (AFXL)-assisted drug delivery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Drugs/Compounds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skin rejuvenation</td>
<td>Hyaluronic acid, collagen stimulators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic wrinkles</td>
<td>Argireline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scars and keloids</td>
<td>Matrix metalloproteinase inductors, mast cell stabilizers/inhibitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Striae</td>
<td>Not yet known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melasma</td>
<td>Melanosome inhibitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tattoo</td>
<td>Inhibitors of phagocytosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photodynamic therapy</td>
<td>Delta aminolevulinic acid (ALA), methyl-ester of ALA (MAL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psoriasis</td>
<td>Vitamin-D3-analogs, methotrexate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitiligo</td>
<td>5-Phosphodiesterase inhibitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acne</td>
<td>Retinoids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hair</td>
<td>5-Dihydrotestosterone inhibitors/inducers, blue light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vessels</td>
<td>Yellow light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wounds</td>
<td>Growth factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacteria, Fungi, Leishmania</td>
<td>Antibiotics, fungicides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granuloma anulare</td>
<td>Steroids, deep penetrating light</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 2** Heat shock protein 70 (HSP-70) signaling pathway. AIF, anterior interbody fusion; Apaf-1, apoptotic protease activating factor 1; FLIP, FLICE-inhibitory protein; IAP, inhibitor of apoptosis protein (IAP); PKC, protein kinase C delta type; UV, ultraviolet.
**Dyspigmentation and Melasma**

As a matter of fact, the MEND shuttle is characterized by transporting melanin to the epidermal surface. This has created hope to treat dyspigmentations of the skin as well as the specific condition of melasma more effectively. 

**Vascular Disorders**

Since its introduction, the efficacy of NAFXL to treat heman-giomata, postinflammatory erythema, and telangiectasia has been reported despite the fact that highly selective lasers are at hand. Looking at histology, it has been nicely shown that there is a wide intravascular coagulation due to NAFXL. The AFXL system seems to be beneficial for atrophic lesion or for those with scar tissue even in children. Hence, there is no specific absorber other than water, and lymphangioma can be also treated.

**Actinic Keratosis and Skin Cancer**

A new and very promising treatment modality of fractional lasers has been established in the field of dermatological oncology. The first FDA approval of a 1,927-nm Thulium laser was based on a 83.5% reduction of actinic keratoses (AK) at the face, arms, hands, and on the trunk. Comparable healing rates (86.6%) confirmed this finding during a follow-up of 6 months. With regard to the evidence of other interventions to treat AK (e.g., photodynamic therapy [PDT], topical, cryotheraoy), fractional laser therapy cannot be recommended as first-line intervention.

The non-melanocytic neoplasms that are frequently associated with chronic actinic skin damage have led to the observation that the use of ablative fractional lasers results in enhanced healing compared with classical ablation of such lesions. However, AFXL alone is inferior to AFXL-assisted PDT.

**Potential Future Use of Fractional Lasers**

**MENDs and TORs Are Unique Features for Future Use**

Two unique processes do highlight the post–fractional healing process. The scarless healing of approximately half of the organ by a complete tissue replacement due to an active renewal is outstanding. As there is a disease-related counterpart in the skin (reactive perforating dermatoses), the question arises if it is restricted to the skin or if the concept could be addressed to other epithelia such as mucosal membranes (leukoplakia) and to solid organs such as the liver in case of its fibrosis. As the MENDs seem to be actively transported, it would be interesting to know if it could be used for other purposes such as removal of foreign bodies (tattoo ink, dirt from traumatia, parasites), granuloma, amyloids, and even localized infectious agents. To some extent, the concept has been proven in cases of tattoo allergy. Probably the most true capacity of this method of rejuvenation might be understood by the fact that in a progeria mouse model, aging of any organ could be reversed simply by clearance of p16Ink4a-positive senescent cells.

In fact, the first new route of transcutaneous drug delivery has been made possible for PDT. However, despite the experimental application of delta aminolevulinic acid, imiquimod, hydrochinon, dextans, and melanocytes in vitro, there is still not much progress in vivo at this point. This may be attributed to the fact that many factors may influence the penetration capacity. First of all, there are dimensional problems next to the fluids and their pressures, and the fact that coagulation of dermal tissue may counteract in that process.

To date there are data from in vitro studies available showing that through the TOR, photosensitizers can be brought very deep into the skin and can be distributed more evenly. As a clinical consequence, the combination of AFXL and PDT has already been proven to be superior in the treatment of field cancerization. As it came to our attention that this specific scarless skin opening has been made possible, it has been the object of speculation. The potential for use with drug delivery is obvious.

Further research is ongoing to understand how larger molecules or highly viscous substances can be put through the TOR in a safe and effective manner. Technologies used to overcome limited permeation are sonophoresis, iontophoresis, electroporation, or hydrodoping using external forces.

First in vitro investigations have proved that HA can be deposited with the deep dermal tissue as a platform for HA by extracorporal forces using sonophoresis would establish an optical transparent window to the dermis. Additionally, it not only supports the natural wound healing but may also serve as a carrier for other active substances such as photosensitizers or nanovehicles. Nanocarriers are an emerging platform not only for cancer treatment. Owing to the ideal size relationships of ablation zones and the miniaturization of those carriers, ideal combination appears. So far, carbon tubes, fusion proteins, liposomes, capsosomes, micelles, dendrimers, nanoshells, polymeric carriers next to larger antibodies, PEGs, and dextans are at hand.

Even more fascinating is the idea that through those transparent columns of HA within the dermal compartment, it might be exposed to light of wavelengths and intensities which otherwise would never reach this area. There are also many implications. Within the current content, the use of UV and blue light might help enhance the efficacy of PDT in deep dermal structures, and melanocytes of hair follicles may be stimulated and presumably contribute to hair re-colorization. Vascular lesion may be much more effectively targetable and...
possibly even the subepidermal fat compartment may be addressed.

**Intensified PDT to Treat Non-Melanoma Skin Cancer**

It is very promising that the AFXL-intensified PDT has led to the observation of a reduced appearance of developing AK in comparison to PDT standard regimen during 3-month follow-up. This might be based on improved penetration and distribution of the photosensitizer post-AFXL. Most probably, this will be the first treatment regimen using the option of a facilitated drug delivery through an artificial TOR of the epidermal barrier. In addition, a first case report shows that even small solid basal cell carcinomas can be treated effectively. It seems that unifying molecular mechanism of both AFXL and PDT results in synergistic clinical responses (Fig. 2).

**Removal of Foreign Bodies Such as Tattoo Ink and Filler**

The transient epidermal opening paired with active MEND expulsion removal of foreign bodies such as tattoo inks, filler substances, or other foreign matter shall be an indication for fractional laser. In case of filling substances, calcium-hydroxyapatite or silicon, clinical efficacy has been demonstrated already. Multicolored tattoos do not respond well to
conventional q-switched lasers and are indications of allergic reactions.\textsuperscript{11,27} So far, the removal of ink particles has been demonstrated for both AFXL\textsuperscript{28} and NAFXL\textsuperscript{29} procedures. It would be more than interesting if this concept could be extended to other granuloma, fungi, or parasites. Lately, fractional ablative laser has been reported for the treatment of lichen amyloidosis.\textsuperscript{30}

### Fibrosing and Inflammatory Skin Diseases

Skin diseases characterized by chronic inflammation and ongoing fibrosis are difficult to treat. A recent case report demonstrated the efficacy of AFXL in a morphea-related joint contracture, a common complication of linear or generalized morphea.\textsuperscript{31} Although the mechanisms of this kind of remodeling are not fully understood, it sheds light on the potential of fractional laser to be used in those conditions. In fact, during treatments of acne scar, we experienced that inflammatory lesion did also respond to the treatment.\textsuperscript{32} In addition, in a clinical case of pyoderma gangrenosum, the laser treatments did help improve the condition.\textsuperscript{33}

### Dermal Light Therapy

Once the TOR has been applied, light may also penetrate to the deeper parts of the skin. Hence, the MAZs are small and light may be scattered at the entrance already and conduits might be kept open for a period of time by filling the holes with optical translucent material. Hyaluronic acid forced by sonophoresis into the MAZ may come into play to fulfill this task (\textsuperscript{9}Fig. 3).

There are potential applications for dermal UV irradiation; for example, treatment of vascular structures by yellow light.

### Conclusion

The new insights of fractional laser treatments have broadened our understanding in post–fractional wound healing. As a consequence, those interventions have become standard applications. On the basis of available published data, recommendations have been made to treat chronic UV damage, wrinkles, and scars.

However, the potential concept has not been used so far. Newer reports describe its efficacy in fibrosing diseases, inflammation, foreign body removal, and other conditions.

The biggest progress arose by using this technique in conjunction with drug delivery. It is very promising that the AFXL-intensified PDT has led to the observation of a reduced appearance of developing AK in comparison to PDT standard regimen during 3-month follow-up. The temporary opening of the epidermal barrier is a new gate to the dermal compartment which enables us to develop new treatment strategies.

To date, AFXL systems are central to laser-assisted drug delivery; hence, it enhances the uptake of topical therapeutics. Superior clinical outcome to treat field cancerization will make the use of this concept worldwide soon. Therefore, all aspects of safety and efficacy have to be addressed first before using it. Long-term data from clinical trials are needed for routine treatments. The fractional laser-assisted drug delivery technique is not FDA approved and, so far, constitutes a research-based off-label indication.
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